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The meeting was called to order at 3 p.m.

AGENDA ITEM 130: REPORT OF THE INTERNATIONAL LAW COMMISSION ON THE WORK OF ITS
THIRTY-EIGHTH SESSION (continued) (A/41/10, 406, 498)

AGENDA ITEM 125: DRAFT CODE OF OFFENCES AGAINST THE PEACE AND SECURITY OF
MANKIND: REPORT OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL (continued) (A/41/537 and Add.1 and 2)

1. Mr. JACOVIDES (Cyprus) said that, although his delegation would have been
happier if parts II and III of the draft articles on State responsibility had been
completed in first reading, it was satisfied by the considerable progress made in
other areas. Despite the time limitation, the.Commission's  1986 session had been
exemplary in terms of results and the business-like utilization of the available
time and facilities. His delegation supported the organizational recommendation of
the Planning Group of the Enlarged Bureau of the Commission as set out in
paragraphs 245-261 of the report (A/41/10). Cyprus shared the view that every
effort should be made to maintain future sessions at not less than 12 weeks, and
that there was a need for the continued provision of summary records and for the
updating of the useful United Nations publication, The Work of the International
Law Commission. His delegation noted with approval the Commission's intention to
continue to review with an open mind its methods of work so as to achieve optimum
results. It also felt that, in arrangements for future elections to the.
Commission, the applicable rules for nominations, time-limits for the submission of
candidatures, and the like should be adhered to so as to ensure order and
fairness. Free cbmpetition  and a maximum range of choice were to be encouraged,
and the existing rules, unless revised or modified, should be observed in future.

2 . His delegation was satisfied with the Commission's continued constructive
co-operation with other bodies, as described in paragraphs 262-264. Cyprus paid
special tribute to the work of the Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee,
which had made a tremendous contribution in the past three decades to the
progressive development and codification of international law, with due regard to
the special needs and interests of the developing countries of the Asian and
African regions. He pointed out that, at the Eighth Conference of Heads of State
or Government of Non-Aligned Countries, held at Harare recently, the Political
Declaration included several paragraphs concerning such subjects as'the non-use of
force and the peaceful settlement of disputes. They should be duly taken into
account by the Commission in its future work, as they reflected the considered
positions of the large majority of the membership of the international community.
An opportunity should also be given to the Commonwealth, although not a regional
organisation, to convey to the Commission its views on the topics with which it j
dealt.

3. The Special Rapporteurs, in preparing their reports, should pay close
attention to legal sources and issues of special concern not only to the developed
countries, but to the third world. The contribution of the newly independent
States to the codification and progressive development of international law had
been tremendous through their active participation in the lawmaking processes. The
International Law Seminar had once again proven its value, especially for nationals
of developing countries, and deserved full support.
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4. What the Commission needed and was entitled to receive from the Sixth
Committee was political guidance and as clear-cut answers as possible to the
questions which it raised on such politically sensitive issues as the draft Code of
Offences against the Peace and Security of Mankind and the topic of State
responsibility, as well as on specific issues where it occasionally found itself
deadlocked. The preve'?ing feeling among the representatives of States in the
Sixth Committee could be the determining factor in breaking such deadlocks.

5. He noted with satisfaction that work on the topic of jurisdictional immunities
of States and their property had, for most purposes, been completed. His
delegation's view was that doctrinal differences should-be of less concern than
achieving practical results. Cyprus was very interested in seeing the law develop
on the basis of a pragmatic compromise between the two conceptual approaches,
through a spirit of realistic adjustment to contemporary requirements.

6. His delegation also noted with satisfaction that work on the topic of the
status of the diplomatic courier and the diplomatic bag not accompanied by
diplanatic courier had also been successfully concluded, although there were
certain lingering areas of disagreement. The purpose of the draft articles on that
topic should be threefold: firstly, to consolidate the existing provisions of the
relevant conventions; secondly, to unify the rules so as to ensure the same
treatment for all diplomatic couriers; and thirdly, to develop rules to deal with
practical problems not covered by existing provisions. Although the paramount
question was that .of the diplunatic bag itself, it should not detract from the
importance of protecting the courier and affording him certain minimum guarantees.
The bag should be inviolable but not sacred, and'the diplanatid courier should have
adequate protection for the proper exercise of his‘functions; however, his personal
inviolability, the inviolability of his temporary accommodation and of his means of
transport as well as his immunity from jurisdiction, exemption from personal
examination and inspection, and exemption from dues and taxes should be based on
functional necessity so as to avoid abuse. Cyprus took that view partly because
the final draft.articles  must be such that they huld be acceptable to the large
majority of States, and partly because in Cyprus, as in many small developing
countries, special diplanatic couriers were rarely used, and it was therefore
natural to be especially sensitive and somewhat circumspect in extending excessive
privileges and immunities to the diplanatic couriers of other States.

7. His delegation welcomed the compromises reached at the 1986 session concerning
the diplomatic bag and diplanatic courier. It trusted that the Commission would
proceed in due course to the next step in the finalization of work on the topic,
which was broad enough to include communications of international organizations and
of recognized national liberation movements. Although many of the specific issues
were already covered under the relevant multilateral conventions, the effort
currently under way was timely and necessary in supplementing and harmonizing the
existing international legal instruments.

8. As to international liability for injurious consequences arising out of acts
not prohibited by international law, it was now clear that the topic was correctly
centred on the need to avoid - or to minimize and, if necessary, repair -
transboundary loss or injury arising as a physical consequence of an activity
within the territory or control of another State.

J l  .  .
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9. The topic  o f  State  responsib i l i ty  formed the
proper  e laborat ion o f  dra f t  ar t ic les  in  that area
between States. EJery e f for t  shou ld  there fore  be
topic  as  soon as  possih1.c.

co re  o f  in te rnat iona l  l aw . T h e
was fundamental to relations
made tl)  complete work on the

10. His  delegation had no object ion to the qeneral  reference in draft  art,icle  3  o f
part  three to the means indicated in Art ic le  33 of  the United Nations Charter .
Although that  re ference did  not  go very far  towards  e f fect ive  dieputt.  settlement,
in the absence of  any real ist ic alternative it  remained val id.  His delegation
could accept draft  art ic le  5 on reservations. However, it saw mer It  in the
suggestion that the question of  reservations, being a key prov is ion  fo r  the
acceptabi l i ty  of  the arti.cl.us  as  a  who le , should  be  le f t  to  a  future  d ip lomatic
conference.

11. The  important dist inction in draft  art ic le  4 on dispute-sett lement procedures
between, on the one hand, issues involvinq  jus  cogens  and international  crimes,
where  recoursk’  to  the International  Court  of  Just ice was prescr ibed,  and on the
other , disputes concerninq  interpretat ion and appl icat ion,  where  a  compulsory
conci l iat ion  procedure  was  ca l led  for , raised broad questions of  legal  phi losophy.
His  delegat ion would have preferred  to  have al l  disputes arising in the context o f
the convention sett led through a dispute-sett lement system  that entailed a binding
decision by the International  Court of  Just ice , or by a body set  up to consider
disputes involving international  crimes.

12. General ly, with regard to State responsibi l i ty ,  the isrue  was one o f  the
direction the Commission should take. His deleqation bel ieved that it  should
continue to  fo l low the  t rend  in  contemporary  internat iona l  l aw which  attached
considerable weight to  internat ional  publ ic  order  and obl igat ions erga  omnes,
thereby responding to ‘ the legit imate expectat ions of  the internat ional  community
and remaining in the mainstream of public international law. His deleqat ion urged
the Commission to continue i t s  work  on  the draft  convention; even i f  i t  we re  not
rat i f ied at  an ear ly  date by a  large number of  States,  such an instrument would
inf luence the conduct  of  States  and constitute a re ference text  for  internat ional
courts.

I 3 . In his delegat ion ’s  v iew, the Specia l  Rapporteur  had given adequate  weight  to
the  concepts  o f  jus cogens  anA of  internat iona l  *“rime  and,  particularly,  to the
Leqal  consequences of  aggress ion, whi le  paying due attention to the more
tradit ional  aspects  of  State  responsib i l i ty .  There  was ,  o f  course ,  room for
draft ing imorovemcnts. His  de legat ion welcomed the new version of  dra f t  a r t ic le  5
o f  par t  two ,  par t icu lar ly  i t s  new paragraph 3 . He wished to  emphasize  that  wh i l e
f lex ib le  on matters  o f  draft ing , his delegation was strongly  in  favour  o f  reta in ing
the substance o f  arti.cle  5,  paragraph 3,  and articles 12 (b) ,  14 and 15 of
part two, as well as the  other progressive not ions  with  respect  to  internat iona l
cr ime in  art ic le  19 of  part  one and those in part  three .

14. The draft Code of Of fences against the Peace and Security of Mankind was a
topic o f  the utmost importance. Such a  Code would  be  a  deterrent  to  v io lators  o f
the rules encompassed in  i t . For  the pragmatic reason5 that his deleqation had
already stat.ed  in the past , i t  could 90 a long wit)1  the approach t-hat restricted the

/ - . .
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acope  of the Code for the time being to individuals. However , that WGB  without
prejudice to hie  delegation’s position regarding the responsibility of States.
Cyprue supported the view that the Code, in order to be complete, needed to include
three elements8 crimes, penalties and jurisdiction. Anothe- point of concern was
the title of the Code. Though  the term “of  fencea” had long b.?en  used in the
English version, it appeared logical that it should be changed to “crimea’, thereby
alignlnq  the English with the Spanish and French versions. He felt that the term
“crimes” would be more accurate lagally  and more weighty politically, but did not
wish to make a major issue  of the matter.

15. He agreed that the objective should be to concentrate on the hard core of
clearly understood and legally definable crimes. However, there right be
considerable  differences in aeaeeslng  them. For example, it might be considered
that slavery or ;raff  icking  in narcotic drugs  should cane under the scope of the
Code as crimes against humanity. Another question was what should the content of
the Code  be based on. Rxistirq  applicable and generally accepted conventions
should be relied on, but there were other sources of law, including less widely
accepted conventions and United Nations resolutions, particularly when resolutions
adopted unanimously by the General Assembly bar? also been adopted unanimously by
the Security Council thus making them binding on all States Members of the United
Rat  ions under Article 25 of the Charter.

16. The fourth report of the Special Rapporteur wae  a good L*aie  for further
work. The division of offence6  into four categories was  loqical. There could be
no doubt that genocide and 9artheid  were crimes against humanity. The  forcible
establishment  or maintenance of colonial danination  should certainly be included in
that cateqory, as should mercenariem,  whether under a separate heading or under a
more general rubric. The llluatrative list of inhuman acts contained in the 1954
draft could be expanded to include, for instance, slavery and traff ickfng  in women
and children. The Special Rapporteur had rightly pointed out that the principles
of the law of nat.ions,  the laws of humanity and the dictates of public conscience
were the relevant factors ir  determining what inhuman acts constituted crimes
against humanity. They were tb  e uay  basic considerations which were relevant in
determining whether a rule of international law was a peremptory norm of
international law (-Jus  cogens). It was significant to bear that parallel in mind.

17. The inclusion of serious damage to the environment under the  category of
crimes against humanity required much more reflection. There was indisputably a
duty to preserve the environment , a breach of which created international
obligations. But the question was at what point au&  bleach became not only an
international crime under the topic of State responsibility, but a crime against
humanity under the draft Code. The relevant factor was the presence of criminal
intent. The Commieeion  should avoid expandlnq the scope of the Code 80  such  that
it became diluted or unacceptable to the majority of States. Ris  delegation
supported the suggestion that international terrorism, including the seizure of
aircraft and violence against diplomats,  could more ppropriately ccme  under the
category of crimes againet  humanity than under that uf  crimes against peace.
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Further thought should be given  to whether international terrorism could come under
both categories. International drug trafficking should be included in the Code
under crimes against humanity, whether under “inhuman acts” or independently.
While he recognized  the difficulties involved, he considered that attention should
be paid to that highly topical subject in the context of the draft Code.

18. With respect to war crimes, the Special Rapporteur was right to point out the
problems in terms of terminology , substance and methodology. With regard to
terminology, he was not in favour of the use of the term “crimes of armed conflict.
in place of “war crimes”. The latter term had a certain standing in international
law and should be maintained, on the clear understanding that the word ‘war” was
U-d  in its  material sense of armed conflict and not in the traditional sense  of
inter-State conflict. While a war crime and a crime against humanity were
distinct, they might overlap. But they did not have the same content or scope. A
war crime could be committed only in times of armed conflict and against enemies.
With regard to methodology, his delegation preferred a general definition. Not all
violations of the law and customs of war, only grave breaches, constituted war
CriWlM. As the law developed, additional categories of war crimes could be
included. As for the legality of nuclear weapons, if and when there was a general
convert ion prohibiting the use of such weapons, the violation of that prohibition
would  constitute a war crime. However, for the Commission to venture into the
Wine-field of nuclear strategy and, in the absence of a universal treaty, to
declare the use of nuclear weapons to be a war crime might not be the most
adviaable course., It would be fut,le  in practice and might even be
counter-productive for the fate of the draft Code as a whole. His delegation
therefore wished to leave the door open for future action if developments so
warranted, and reserved its position on the subject.

19. The general principles set out in part IV of the Special Rapportour’s  report
A/(X.4/398  and Corr.l-31 deeerved  a closer look. With respect to heading A, on the
juridical nature of offences, there could be no doubt that the offences involved
were crimes under international law, defined directly by the latter, independently
of national law. The fact that an act might or might not be permissible under
internal law did not concern international law. With respect to heading B, on the
nature of the of fender, since it had been agreed that for the time being only the
criminal responsibility of the individual would be addressed, it was fair to state
that any individual guilty of a crime under international law was subject to
punishment. It was egually true that the individual accus.&  of a crime enjoyed the
jurisdictional guarantees granted to every human being. As for heading C, on the
application of criminal law in time, the issue of non-retroactivity of criminal law
wan more controversial. But the. problem was not insoluble. Everything depended on
what leaning was ascribed to the word .lex” in the maxim nullum crimen  sine lege.
Xis delegation shared the view that the’-;;;;10  of non-retroactivity was not limited
to formulated I.aw. It related also to natural law and overriding considerations Of
justice. The decisive factor was that the concept of justice prevailed over the
letter of the law. He therefore entirely agreed with the Special Rapportcur ‘S
Conclusion that in that context the word “law”  must be understood in its broadest
sense. Similarly, he agreed that statutory limitations were not applicable to
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offences against the peace and security of mankind. With regard to heading 0,  on
the application of criminal law in space, unless and until there was a competent
international court of criminal jurisdiction under the Code, the Special
Rapporteur’e  conclusion that the system of international ccnnpetence  must be
accepted for offences against the peace and security of mankind must be accepted.

20. In conclusion, he pointed out that activities relating to international law
were allocated ,no  more than 1.7 per cent of the regular United Nations budget, in
contrast to 31 per cent for economic and social activities. The efficiency of the
multilateral lawmaking process was threatened by further financial restrictions.
Harmonious co-operation between the Sixth Committee, the International Law
Cooaission  and the International Court of Justice would greatly enhance the
possibility of more importance being attached to international law, the only
alternative to international anarchy.

21. Mr. AOURULA  (Finland) said that, with regard to the status of the diplcmatic
bag and the question of its examination by electronic or other technical devices,
his delegation shared the Special Rapporteur’s view that there were two conflictin.-
principles involved: the inviolability of the bag and the right of the rec*Lving
or transit State to protect itself from misuse of the bag. He hoped that agreement
would soon be reached on draft articles in that area that would not be open to
contradictory interpretations.

22. Having initiated considerations of the topic of the law of the
non-navigational uses of international watercourses, his Government was
particularly interested in its progress. That progress had been slow because of
the complex legal and technical issues involved, in addition to the change of
Special Rapporteur q T!,e  current Special Rapporteur had concluded that there was
overwhelming support for the doctrine of equitable use as a general guiding
principle of law for the determination of the rights of States in the area covered
by the topic. The principle of equitable use was well eatablishea in the practice
of States. On the other hand, its adoption as the basis of the law of
international watercourses and, particularly, its practical implementation, left
several questions unresolved. The Special Rapporteur’s  decision to evaluate all
available evidence concerning the theory ant,  practice of that principle was
therefore the appropriate approach.

23. The notification procedure and its legal consequences were a very important
aspect of the topic. Basically, notification involved the duty of States to inforr
other watercourse States of planned undertakings. In practice, the notification
procedure made unilateral undertakings permissible under certain circumstances. In
its future work, the Commission should take into account, in addition to the five
draft articles submitted by the Special Rapporteur, other rules and recoaxnendations
referring to notification and its legal consequences - the 1961 resolution of the
Institute of International Law {arts. S-S), the Helsinki Rules of 1966 (art. XXIX)
and the set of articles applicable to international water resources recently
adopted by the International Law Association at its Conference in Seoul, article 3
of which contained rules on notification and objection.

/ . . .
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24. Article 10 of the Special Rapporteur’s  draft article8  eetabliahed a duty to
provide notice if a proposed  new uae might “caube  appreciable harm” to other
watercourse  States . In hia  delegation’s view, the period over which that duty
l xieted wan  relatively long. Horeove r , it wae  stated in the conrnents  with respect
to the term *harm* that technically no legal injury wan  caused unless a State wau
deprived of ita eguitable share. That conclusion was  confusing, because it seemed
to exclude such harmful effect8  in the territories of other States that were  not
related to equitable sharing.

25. With reference to the four points which in the view of the Special Rapporteur
required further ccmeideration  by the Commission, his delegation did not Bee  any
urgent need to define the term winternational  watercourse*,  the meaning of which
was  adequately explained in the working hypothesis accepted by the Commission  in
1980. As far am  the term “ahaced  natural re(lource’  was  concerned, it should  not be
referred to in the text because  of ite controvcr8ial  nature. Thirdly, if an
article concerning the determination of reasonable and equitable use wae to contain
a liet of the m-called relevant factore,  such a list should  not differ eeeentially
from that contained in article V of the Helsinki Rclem,  which were part of the
well-eutablished practice of Staten. Fourthly, concerning the relationship between
the obligation to refrain from causing  appreciable harm to other States and the
principle of equitable u6e,  those two principles were interrelatedr that
interrelationship wan not only formal but must be regarded as an essential part of
the entire system  of the riqhta and obligations of watercourse Statea.

26. He hoped that in 1987 the Commission would allocate more time to the topic of
international liability for injurious consequences arising out of acte  not
prohibited by international law. Careful :onaideration  should be qiven to the
determinatfon  of priorities on which the Ccmmisaion  would focus  its attention.
Plane to regulate the duty of the souece  State to inform and negotiate with other
States provided a qood starting point for future work. Ria  delegation agreed that
it was  time to begin drafting articles on the topic.

27. With regard to the topic of State responsibility, his delegation expressed the
hope that time and facilities would be provided to speed  up consideration of the
topic. He concurred with the view that the Commission should draft articles that
would  ultimately be embodied in a general convention on State responsibility.

28. Laetly, in 1987 his Government would again financially assist a national from
a developing country to attend the International Law Seminar.

29. Wr.  LUKYAWOVICH (Union of.Soviet  Socialist Republics1 stressed  the importance
which his delegation attached to the early completion of an international
instrument on of the topic of State responsibility. The main purpose of the draft
being prepared by the International Law Commission was to define, in the form of a
convention, the special responeibility  incurred by States which committed
international crimes euch  aLli  acte  of aggression, establishment of colonial
domination or ite maintenance by force, policies of genocide and apartheid, or acts
aimed at unleaahinq a nuclear conflict. In the light of the functions of the

/ . . .
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Security Council under Chapter VII of the Charter, the draft should give special
attention to the question of the legal consequences  of acts representing a t.hceat
to peace, breach of the peace or act of aggression. It should draw a clear
distinction between State responsibility for international crimes and for
internationally wrongful acts7  in the latter case, the only relations involved were
those between the offending State and the injured State , whereas an international
crime also gave rise to relations of responsibility between the offending State anrl
the organixed community of States represented by the United Nations.

30 . The shortness of the discussion which had taken place in the Commission on ‘-he
Special Rapporteur’s  seventh report bore witness not only to the Commission’s lack
of time, but also to the fact that the measures proposed in Part Three of the draft
articles could not be considered fruitfully before the completion of work on
Part Two. The differences of opinion reflected, in particular, in paragraphs 48
to 50, 53 and 55 of the Commission’r  report demonstrated the difficulties arising
in that connect’on. However, despite existing shortcomings, work on the draft
convention on State responsibility should be continued and given priority.

31. Referring +.o  the subject of international liability for injurious consequences
arising out of acts not prohibited by international law, he said that the main
weakness of the Special Rspporteur’s  preliminary and second reports, briefy
considered at the Commission’s thirty-eighth session, was their insufficiently
critical approach towards  earlier drafts on the topic. International law had
developed over the past 10 years; it was now generally accepted that material
liability for damage caused ae a result of lawful activities of States could arise
Only  on the basis of agreements directly stipulating an obligation on the part of a
State party to make reparation to other States parties for such damage. The
Convention on International Liability for Damage caused by Space Objects was such
an agreement. Instead of taking account of those developments, the Special
Rapportour  proceeded on the assumption that States incurred international. liability
for injurious consequences of acts not prohibited by international law which took
place in its territory and on ships and in aircraft under its jurisdiction, i.e. of
acts of every kind, including industrial and agricultural activities. Such a
concept did not exist in international law. In the view of his delegation, the
Commission should concent rate on specifying those types of activities which were
most hazardous from the point of view of the possibility of injurious connequences
in case of accident and on defining obligations with regard to co-operation between
States in preventing accidents and eliminating their consequences, as well as to
material liability for the damage caused. The Convention on Early Notification of
a Nuclear Accident and the Convention on Assistance in Case of a Nuclear Accident
or Radiological Emergency, which had been adopted by the International Atomic
Energy Agency in September 1986 and had entered into force barely a month later, on
27 October 1986, were positive examples of agreements of that kind.

32. Lastly, referring to the law of the non-navigational uses of international
watercourses, he said that his delegation considered the  topic to be exceptionally
difficult to codify and unsuitable for the draft.ing  of a universal convention, if
only because many countries had no international watercourses and would hardly wish
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to become patties to a future convention. On the other hand, the Commiaaion  might
urefully  draft 6ane  general reconxnendatlon6 on the subject which riparian State6
could lrubaequently  take into consideration when concluding agreement6 A legal
r&gime  for an international watercoursa  could be established  only on the baaia of
agreements between the riparian State6 , and practice in respect of such agreements
varied  a good  deal. The e6tabliehment  of a rinqle r&qgime  mirtht  violate  the
6overeiqnty of sane of the State6 concerned. The fact that member6 of the
Cmi66ion  had failed to agree even on the key concept of "international
watercour6e"  demonstrated the difficulties inherent in the topic.

33. In conclueion,  he emphasired  his  delegation's appreciation of the work done by
the Commieeion  and expreeeed  the hope that at the next m66iOn  the Ctnnmission  would
concentrate on the mo6t  important and urgent item6 on it6 agenda and tackle them in
a new, modern 6pirit.

34. Mr. TGMUSCRAT  (Federal Republic of Germany) said that international liability
for injurioue  coneeguencee  arising out of acts not prohibited by international law
was a topic calling for couraqeoua  eteps  with a view to developing new rule6,
taking  account of growing  need6 in the field of environmental protection. Although
60me international leqicrlation  already exieted,  beyond the province of claaeic
State reepansibility  the overall architecture of liability had not yet beccine  fully
diecernible. If an international con6en6u6  wa6 to be rezched,  a cautioue  approach
must be adopted.

35. The two Special Rapporteure  appointed by the Commission  had demonetrated  their
intention to make a practical contribution to a current ieeue  of legal policy. The
BcOpe  of the topic IItU6t  be manageable , and the goal6  must be kept eimple.
Certainly, it wa6  nece66ary  to clarify the conceptual baeis  of the work in
guecltion,  but after that it would be advieabbe  to fccU6  on eelected  iaauee  only.

36. It ehould  be asrrumed  that liability included prevention. Environmental
damage, in particular, mostly could not be simply wiped out once it had occurred.
Even if a qenerou6  payment wa6  made by the source  State to compensate for the
damage, humanity a6 a whole euffered  a 1066. All neceesary  precautionary measure6
must therefore be adopted in order to prevent daleterioue  cffecte. Moreover, in
6ome  arean;,  particularly where radioactive proceeeea  were concerned, an unforeseen
incident might cause  damage of such a magnitude that the repairing  capacities  of
even an economically strong nation would be far exceeded. Neighbouring State6
could thue  never be really 6ure  that in the event of a major dieaeter  they would at
least receive financial compeneation. It would be entirely unrealistic to leave
the question of prevention aside. The international rule6  Betting  safety standard6
normally proved quite  effective, but the same could not be eaid  of the obligation
to make good a 1066  6uEt6ined  by another nation.

37. It wouid  appear wise to confine the 6cope  of the topic to physical  activltiea
giving rise  to transboundary  harm , since there wa6 a definite lack of applicable
international standards. On the other hand, the principle of non-interference
appliec  wtere  legal and administrative measures were concerned. If a State
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violated that standard of conduct, it committed an internationally wrongful act and
would, on that basis, be liable to make reparation.

38. Before any actual injury had occurred, there was no specific legal
relationship between the source.State and a potential victim State. In the case of
a nuclear power plant, any State whose territory was within 2,000 kilometres could
be considered virtually affected. However, the question was whether there should
be a duty generally to inform all potential victims and possibly to negotiate
acceptable safety terms with them. His delegation had some doubts in that
respeizt. Eowever, there should always be a centre in SF competent international
organization for reviewing and discussing activities involving risk. Complex
patterns of conduct involving a number of actors could not be reduced to the
traditional scheme of a bilateral relationship.

39. The scqe  of activities relevant to*prevention  and the scope of activities
likely to entail an obligation to make reparation should by no means be considered
autaaaticaUy identical. Prevention must operate on a large scale and be focused
not only on activities that actually iave  rise to transboundary injury but also on.
activities that might give rise to such injury. In such  cases the source State
should be generous to the potentially affected State, since no undue burden would
be placed on the former State. However, a different assessment was needed in
respect of activities that could entail an abligat’ion  to make financial reparation,
in which case the i,nterests  of the source State had to be weighed much more
carefully.

40. In principle his delegation endorsed the Special Rapporteur’s  view that the
concept of State sovereignty was the pivotal element of liability for activities
that were not wrongful per 8e. Every State was entitled to respect for its
territorial integrity. In the political field States enjoyed protection as a
result of the prohibition of the use of force and in accordance with. the principle
of non-jnterferenz  in the jnternal affairs of other States. However, States also
required some kind of defence against other attacks on their integrity and even
their existence, although such defence could be neithe;  absolute nor
comprehensive. The Latin maxim sic utere tuo ut alienum non laedas was too broad
if taken literally. Everything hinged on the defin.ition  of laesio. Many  minor
inconveniences developed simply as a result of ooejristence.  However, there slust  be
limits to what another State must tolerate. It would be exteremely helpful to have
an overall definition, and a general assessment should take account-of such f=torS

whether the zK)urce State had taken all the necessary precautionat  the extent
?the damage sustdined  by the affected State; and the gravity of the anticipated
risk. However, such a general approach should only be adopted as a point of
departure. The best course of action would be to identify the most prominent risk
factors with a view to achieving a fair share of burdens. fn the exercise of their
sovereign rights, States were free to carry out even activities involving risk,
provided that they complied with the necessary safety standards. However, if a
risk materialized,  they must face up to the corresponding financial consequences.
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41. Any future treaty  rhould  contain agreed  li8t8 of ol8arly idontifiad  activities
involving ci8k. Activitio8 involving radioactive  material wore a particular
concorn. Lt  wa8 a movoroiqn riqht  of ovary  Btata  to use  nuclear onecqy  for
p88oeCul  purposes, but the rirk8  inhorant  in operating  a nuclear  reactor must be
born.  by the trrritorial  State. It 8hould  he easy  to reach agreement on the
inclumion  OC  any nuclear-related activities in the 118t8  to be drawn up.

42. In the cam of long-r8nqo  air pollution, no exceptional risk wao involved.
Sinca  811 State8 contributed  to pollut inq the air, it uaa  extr8mely  difficult to
88tabli8h  any oauoal  link, oxoopt.  in very 8peoial cams. A mpecial  r&jime  W(IB

thoreforo  needed for long-rang. air pollution - perhaps  even one  that total ly
discarded the id8a  of l otabliahinq a rule on reparation.

43. Even once a li8t  of aotivitie8 involving ri8k  had been eetablished,  various
d~vicea  mitigatinq  the effects  of liability mlqht be  necessary in order to gain
rufficient  8upport. It would be po88ible  to 8et a coiling on payments due on
account of roparat  ion. Moreover, the ertabli8hment  OC insurance funds for the
oolleotion of the noceasary  monies before a diumter actually occurred could b@
conridered. The relevant  international orqanization8  should  play a key role in
that connection. In particular, the  conventions of the International Maritime
Organir8tion  on oil pollution could 8erva  a8 a modal.

44. Hr. ABDEL  KHALIK  (Eqypt)  said that the interpretation into English of his
delegation’s firat  8tat8ment  on the itema  under consideration, which had been
delivered in Arabic at the 34th meeting, had been inadequate. It was  to be hoped
that due consideration  would be given to the problem in question in the future.

45. Since sane members  of the Commission had not had an opportunity at the most
recent aeseion  to comment on the Special Rapporteur’s  report on the law of the
non-n8viqational  usea  of international  watercourses, his deleqation hoped that
8ufficient time would be set alride  for consideration of the topic at the
Commission’s future ae8sions.

46. There was a growing conflict between the interests of States that had veeted
rights in the use of an international watercourse for non-navigational purposes and
the interests of other State8 that might interpret the expressions “shared natural
rasources”  and .reasonable  and equitable usage of an international watercourse” as
meaning that such vested right8 ehould  be reconsidered. The conflict would have a
negative impact on relations between the States in question, if the Sixth Committee
failed to solve the problem. In the mean time, the pr\viaions  of the relevant
conventions  must be strictly  observed , so as not to prejudice vested rights. An
appropriate addition should be made to draft article X to the effect that the
application of the draft articles should not affect in any way the vested rights
accorded to any State in accordance with an existing convention. At the same  t ime,
his deleqation wished to reaffirm the importance of the equitable distribution of
the water of an international watercourse in the light of all relevant factors, as
well as the importance of negotiating in qood  faith and, if necessary,  concluding
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new  traatior in order to create an equitable international mystem  tt at respected
the balance between the rights and the duties of States, and thus helped to
maintain international stability.

47. The draft articles on the jurisdictional immunities of States and their
property provided a good basis for a second  examination of the topic, and his
delegation endorsed the limited scope of the draft articles , which covered only the
iaunity of a State from the jurisdiction of a judicial authority of another State,
end not inuaunlty  from the juriediction of an administrattve,  executive or other
authority.

48. On the question whether a contract for the salt or purchase at! goods or the
8upply  of services was cotmnercial  or non-coamtercial, draft article 3 primarily took
account of the contract’s nature and purpose. In his delegation*!8  view, the
oonmercial  nature of sclpe  contracts to which a State was a party was sometimes not
in conflict with the jurisdictional innunity  accorded to the State in question.

49. In draft article 6, the words -and  the relevant rules of general international
law”  should be deleted. The main purpoee of drafting a convention to codify the
jurisdictional immunities of States and their property was to unify the applicable
international  rules. If dUPerent interpretations of what conetituted  the relevant
general international law were permitted, the applicability of the draft articles
as a whole could be jeopardized.

SO. Where the title of part III was concerned, his dtltgaticn  could accept either
the expression “limitations on State immunity” or the expression aexceptions  to
State imunity”, provided that it was  understood that such exceptions or
limitations were not intended to affect the general rule. In that connection,  his
delegation noted that, while draft article 11 stated  that commercial contracts did
not enjay  jurisdictional innunity, it omitted any specific reCertnce  to the C~OISC
connection between the exercise of jurisdiction in respect of the commercial
contract in question and the territory of the forum State. The draft article
should make that connection clearer, particularly since in the case of the other
exception in the area of contracts , which was  stated in draft article 12 on
contract8  of employment,  it was clearly indicated that the basis of jurisdiction
was a close linkage between the contract and the territory in which the services
had been per formed or were to be performed. Draft article 12 also indicated that,
as a condition for applyinq the exception, an eraployee  should be covered by any
social security provisions that might be in force in the State in which the
services were to be performed. Since some  developing countries did not apply
spccif  ic social security rules, there was no need for such a provision. Dra f t
articles 11 to 18  indicated that the various exceptions to State inrunity  only
applied “unless otherwise  agreed between the States concerned”, thus reflecting the
importance of the principle of agreement between the parties.

51. Part IV on State i-unity in respect of property from measures of constraint
was beccming increasingly important in view  of the growing practice on the part of
private litigants, including multinational corporations, sttki,ng  relief through
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attachment of property owned, in the possession of or used by developing
countr ies . Part IV must be given careful consideration in order to safeguard the
developing countries’ interest in maintaining and expanding their natural resources.

52. On the subject of State responsibility, his delegation endorsed the Special
Rapporteur’s  statement that was reflected in paragraph 42 of the Commission’s
report (A/41/10),  in which he emphaoired the residual character of the relevant
draft articles and indicated that States remained free to establish “soft law”
between them, just as the international cosm)unity  of States as a whole remained
free to establish jus  cogena.

53. Where the topic of international liability for injurious consequences arising
out of acts not prohibited by international law was concerned, his delegation
welcomed the indication given by the Special Rapporteur of his intention to use as
raw material for his future work the schematic outline submitted in the third
report, and the amendments introduced in the fourth report by the previous Special
Rapporteur * His delegation shared the view that the concept of “injury’ in the
l enae of material harm was the only elament  that could directly link ‘prevention*
to “reparation” aa  primary rules governing the obligations of States in that
regard. The comparative analysis made by the Special Rapporteur in order to solve
the problem of the duality of the concepts of “responsibility” and “liability” in
English legal terminology corresponded closely to the twin themes of prevention and
reparation and proved that the law considered certain persons responsible for
specific obligations before the event that produced the injurious consequences.
That meant that, in the absence of an agreed r&gime  for assigning direct
re8ponsibility to individuals in certain cases, the State would have preventive
obligations, in addition to its liability for the injurious consequences of certain
activities carried out in its territory or under its control. It was important
that the queetion of the preventive obligations of States in that connection shwld
be considered further.

54. Furthermore, it was import-ant that the scope of the topic should he expanded
to include the dutiee of the source State to avoid, minimixe  or repair any
appreciable or tangible physical transboundary loss or injury caused by an activity
involving risk carried out in its territory or under its control. References to
activities involving risk should not be confined to ultrahazardous activities,
since it would be difficult to distinguish ultrahazardous activities from other
activities involving risk in every single case.

~ 55- With regard to the meaning of the expression ‘transboundary’  and its effect on
the topic’s scope, he said that the expression should not apply only to national
jurisdiction but should also cover injury caueed  beyond national jurisdiction,
regardless of the existence of frontiers between the source State and the injured
State.

56. His delegation noted with irrterest  the discussions in the Commit,sion  on the
obligation of a State to provide information about its intention to begin the
activity in question and to negotiate. It was important to take special account of
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the developing countr  Lee’ neede, in the light of the statement made in
paragraph 213 of the Commission’s report. Furthermore, his delegation endoreed the
Special Rapporteur’s intention to continue to take such needs into consideration,
ae  well aa his intention to begin, in his following report, the drafting of
articles developing the ideas  put forward.

57. His delegation noted with intereet the third report submitted by the Special
Rapporteur on relations between Statee  and int trnational organieationa.

58. Despite the current financial crisis  of the United Nations,  Member States
attached great importance to the Commiseion’e  codification work. The Contmieaion
ehould be given the time needed for consideration of the complex topics on ita
agenda. Its next sest.ion ehould last 12 weeks, and the resolution adopted by the
General Aaeembly on agenda item 130 should  include a specific provision indicating
that the Commieeion’e  meetings should  be given the highcot  priority in the
distribution of the available financial resources for 1987. His delegation also
wished to stress  the importance of continuing the preeent  system of euxanary
recorde,  which waa essential for the process of the codif  ication  and proqreeeive
developnent of international law.

59. Hr. DSNATCH  (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) eaid  that the slow progress
of the Canmission’e  work on the important topic of State responsibility was
unwarranted and gave grounds Lor  concern. Although the Commiseion  had decided to
refer draft articles 1 to 5 of Part Three to the Drafting Caamittee, thoee texts
would inevitably require further cloee and serious coneiderationr  the Special
Rapporteur himself had stressed the interrelationship between the three parta  of
the draft articlea, and eeveral members of the Commiaeion had rightly pointed out
that the measures forming the subject of Part Three could not be considered to good
purpose until work on Part Two had been completed.

60. Referring to the draft articles in Part Three, he stressed the importance of
procedural ieeuee  relating to the settlement of disputes arising from State
responsibility. In his delegation’s view, it would be fundamentally incorrect to
insist on a compulsory procedure for the settlement of such disputes. The wording
ehould leave no doubt as to the principle of freedom of choice by the parties  to  a
diepute  to choose any of the mean5  of settlement provided in Article 33 of the
Charter. The fact that in current practice States rarely referred disputes to the
International Court of Justice could not be overlooked. References to obligatory
procedures provided in the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties and to the
1982 Convention on the Law of the Sea were unconvincing, since those instruments
reflected the specific characteristics of the subjects with which they dealt.

61. With regard to Part Two of the draft, much of which was still before the
Drafting Committee, he reiterated hia  delegation’s view that a clear distinction
should be drawn between State responsibility for internationally wrongful acts  and
State responaihility for international crimes. Phe potential consequences of the
two cateqoriee of acts  might be incomparably different in nature and scope.
Moreover, an international crime gave rise to relatione of responsibility not only
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between the offending State and the injured State but also between the offending
State and the organired  convnunity  of States. Special attention should be given, in
the light of the functions of the Security Council under Chapter VII of the
Charter , to the question of the legal consequences of acts representing threats to
peace, breaches of the peace, or acts of aggreaeeion. Viewed in that light, the
draft articles referred to the Drafting Committee , and especially articles 14
and 15, could not be coneidered  satisfactory. The other draft articles, too, were
ineuf f iciently clearly worded. In view of the great importance of the subject of
State responsibility, particularly in the present international situation, and of
the advanced stage already reached in the elaboration of the topic, it was to be
hoped that the Commiaeion  would make every effort to complete its work on the
subject at the earliest possible date.

62. The situation regarding the topic of international liability for injurious
consequences arising out of acts not prohibited by international law was very
different. The Commission had mt yet gone beyond the stage of determining its
fundamental approach, and, moreover, the time assigned to the topic at the
thirty-eighth session had not been sufficient for a full debate. The Committee
should seek to help the Coauniesion  to deal with the subject in a manner which
correeponded  to the interests and positions of the majority of States. His
delegation considered that positive results could be achieved only if the
Commission pinpointed specific types of activities which were most hazardous from
the point of view of posaible injurious consequences and then determinc:.I  the
obligations of States in  preventing and dealing with possible accidents. Under
contemporary international law, material liability for damage caused by lawful
State activities could not arise otherwise than on the basis of special
international agreements directly stipulating the obligation of States parties to
make reparation to other States parties for such damage. His dclegat ion fully
shared and endorsed the view expressed in the Commission to the effect that special
attention should be given to the interests and needs of the developing countries
for the reasons set forth in paragraph 213 of the report.

63. Lastly, referring to the law of the non-navigational uses of international
watercourses, he said that the discussion in the Commission, brief as it had been,
had confirmed his delegation’s view that the topic was an exceptionally difficult
one owing to the tremendous variety of non-navigation  31  uses of watercourses as
well as of hydrological r&gimes,  physical and geographical peculiarities and other
features. Legal rules governing the use of a particular international watercourse
could and should be established only on the basis of agreements between the
riparian States. The Commission could  achieve positive results, not by drafting
articles for a future multilateral convention or even a so-called framework
convention, but by preparing recormaendations  which watercourse States might use in
concluding agreements among themselves concerning a specific international
watercourse. Dearing  in mind that eventual application, the Cormnission  should
endeavour to draft texts which were simple, concise and readily adapt: hle to the
conditiona of different international watercourses.
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64. Mr. WARIDIJ  (Algeria) said that the enlargement of the Commission in order to
take account of the varioua legal systems in the world had been beneficial, and had
not hindered work *>n  the codification and progressive development  of international
law. It would be useful if the Drafting Committee could meet at the very beginning
of each session and make a substantial contribution to the elaboration of the draft
articles. During its  next session, the Commission should undertake the second
reading of one of the sets of draft articles whose first reading had been completed
at the thirty-eighth session. Concentrating on both sets of draft articles might
delay discuseion  on other matters deserving due attention.

65. The phrases and words in square brackets conferred an impression of
incompleteness  on the draft articles on jurisdictional immunities of States and
their property. In an area which was strongly influenced by internal legal
systems, it was difficult to reconcile completely the various approaches. His
delegation believed that the Commission should pay further attention to article 3
in second reading, in order to produce a more satisfactory definition of the term
“State” and to harmonize the language verions. The French expression “prirogatives
de puissance publique”  and the English expression ‘severe ign authority’ were not
really equivalent and could lead to serious differences of interpretation.

66. The disputed content of article 6 and the reference to “the relevant rules of
general internat  ional  law. seemed to have crystallised underlying differences of
approach. Every treaty provision was subject to the test of time, and its
interpretation depended on the  practice of the international communit  r. His
delegation believed that the interpretation should be neither too rig d nor too
flexible. It hoped that the Commission bould  delete the phrase in square
brackets. It also believed that the heading of part III should be “Rxceptions  to
S t a t e  inxnunity”.

67. The wording of article 19 should be brought into line with that of article 11,
by retaining the expression ‘ccemnercial  contract” and by deleting %ivil  or
connnrcial  matter”. It might be useful to consider placing article 20 elsewhere,
because its content did not restrict it to part III alone.

68. Article 21 highlighted the difficulties which the Commission faced in taking
account of the various concepts, definitions and mechan lams  of the judicial systems
of different countries. Measures of constraint were often of such a specific
nature that an analytical, enumerative, flexible approach was necessary. The draft
articles must make it possible to identify State property without unduly expanding
or restricting the definition of such property. In articles 21 and 22, the purpose
Of  the reference to property in which the State had a legally protected interest
was to further identify that concept.

69. With regard to the status of the diplanatic courier and the diiglanatic  bag not
accotnpanied  by diplomatic courier, his delegation believed that it was important to
put the existing differences of opinion in perspective. Cases o<  abuse were of
marginal importance, considering the practice of States as a whole. The Commission
should avoid mechanisms and procedures which aroused or encoucaged  suspicion. The
wording of article 28 was too detailed and complicated in an area where simplicity
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and brevity would make an equitable compromise possible. The sending State would
be guaranteed the confidentiality of the diplomatic bag, and the receiving State
would be protected against possible abuses by a provision enabling the latter to
request a single control and, failing that, to requeat that the suspect bag should
be returned. The reference to the transit State had no convincing justification
and was likely to introduce additional difficulties.

70. The Drafting Committee must give priority to the articles on State
responsibility. Articles 6 to 16 posed complex drafting problems requiring
particular attention. His delegation supported the overall thrust of part three
concerning the implementation mechanism, and hoped that its elaboration would
continue with a view to the production of a coherent whole.

71. With regard to the non-navigational uses of international watercourses, the
Commission should avoid reopening wide-ranging discussions which had already taken
place. It would be more b-.:3 f icial to CoIuzentrate  on a certain number of draft
articles, particularly the least controversial ones. It might be useful to accept
certain concepts on a provisional basis, and revise them as and when necessary.

72. The work on international liability for injurious consequences arising out of
acts not prohibited by international law had reached a sort of critical stage. The
Commission had taken a giant step in delimiting its field of concern, and should
begin seeking a more concrete approach. The time had come to submit draft articles
to States in order to enable them to see the approach of the Commission more
clearly and to enable the Commission to benefit from their constructive conarents.

73. Prince AJIDOLA  (Nigeria) said that the complexity of the topic “Jurisdictional
immunities  of States and their property” could not be underestimated in the light
of increasing economic development and interdependence, and varying State practice
among industrialised, socialist and developing countries such as Nigeria, which
engaged in State trading as a means of economic survival. Recent court
pronouncements and divergent State practice tended to discard the theory of
absolute inxnunity. Nigeria was concerned about certain decisions taken by United
States courts in cases  which appeared to be of a commercial nature, but which
indirectly involved the Government , such as the purchase of cement and ot.her
materials for developing the infrastructure. The fact that a nat.ional  court could
decide on the scope and application of the existing law on State immunity caused
friction in international relations. His delegation believed ‘that the work of the
Commission on the topic of jurisdictional immunities was of paramount importance,
particularly to developing countries.

74. The provision in draft article 2, paragraph 2, was welcome if its purpose was
to confine the definition of terms in paragraph 1 to the context of the convention
on jurisdictional i-unities, because those terms might have different meanings
under other international instruments or under the internal law of a State.
Article 6 laid down the main principle of State immunity. Although there could be
no theory of absolute immunity, Nigeria believed that, when States performed acts
in the exercise of their sovereign authority, they enjoyed undisputed immunity, as
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re~ognited  in  art icle 6. The phrase in square brackets should be an integral part
of that article. Otherwise, the rule of immunity would not be subject to the
future development of international law. General international law included
customary rules of international law baaed on the practice of States. The future
develoaent  of State practice should be left unfrozen and undeterred by the
formulation of the draft articles.

75. The title of part III should be “Exceptions to State immunity”. State
innrunity  was a general rule or principle of international law, and any derogation
from it muat  be regarded as .In exception.

76. Nigeria had been a victim of the growing practice among private litigants to
seek relief through attachment of property owned, possessed  or used by developing
countries. If it was admitted that *no sovereign State Lzuld  exercise its
sovereign power over another equally sovereign State”, it followed a fortiori that
no measureB  of constraint, by way of execution or coercion, could be exercised by
the authority of one State against another State and its property. Therefore, hiB
delegation welcomed the principle underlying the provisions of article 21. It also
favoured keeping the clause “for property in which it has a legally protected
interest*, so as to cover any interest whatsoever which a State might have in the
property.

77. The phrase concerning conxnercial  (non-governmental) purpoees  in articlea  21
and 23 created probleme  of interpretation. It was perhaps intended to cover cactes
where States, particularly developing onea, engaged in activities of a commercial
and governmental nature. Ambiguity would be dispelled if the term
“non-governmental” was deleted. Lastly, Nigeria hoped that the rules which would
eventually emerge would in no way restrict the developing countries from the normal
pursuit of their trading activities  necessary for the economic survival.

78. With regard to the statue of the diplomatic courier and the diplomatic bag not
accompanied by diplanatic courier, his delegation agreed that the bag should not be
opened OK detained, in accordance with the bat.ic  principle of the inviolability of
the archives and documents of the mission, recognized  by customary international
law. It was also a substantive element of the rule that the bag could not be
opened without the consent of the Bending State , and that that obligation Bhould be
extended to the receiving or transit State in order to ensure legal protection for
the bag at all times. His delegation therefore suggested that the rule in
article 28, paragraph 1, should be stated without the square brackets. The use of
electronic and other mechanical devices to protect the contents of the bag might
amount to an infringement of the immunity accorded t,,  the bag, and it involved an
interference in the sovereignty of the sending State.

79. The text of the second paragraph of article 28 was intended to introduce a
balance between the interesta  of the sending State in ensuring  the protection,
safety and confidentiality of the contents of its diplomatic bag and the security
intereete  of the receiving State. Although diplanatic bags had been subjected to
abuaea  in recent times, the protection of the diplomatic bag should be considered
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as a fundamental principle for the normal functioning of official communication8
between States. The provision allowing the competent authorities of the receiving
State to request that the bag should  be opened in their presence by an authorized
representative of the sending State was inappropriate, since the inclusion of that
provision might give rise to persistent disputes between the sending and receiving
States. Moreover, the bracketed portion of the first sentence of paragraph 2 was
contrary to existing law and imposed a subjective criterion on the receiving State
a8  to whether a bag should be accepted. His delegation suggested that the
Commission should abide by the well-established rule of absolute inviolability,
while possibly providing for sme  flexibility in its application. A provision for
the return of the bag to its place of origin in the event of serious suspicion a8
to its contents was preferable to a provision requiring that the bag should be
opened or scanned by electronic device. Furthermore, his delegation was of the
view that the provision3 of the draft articles should apply to all bags including
consular  bags , since the purpose of the draft articles was to unify rules on
couriers and bags. Similarly, whatever rights were accorded to the receiving State
under the draft articles should also be accorded to the transit State, SO as to
avoid a plurality of r&gimes.

80. With regard to draft article 33, the right to make a declaration of optional
exceptions to applicability in certain cases, the right to formulate that
declaration and the right to withdraw it, as reflected in the present text, were
the same rights as those conferred under treaty law on a State by virtue of its
Sovereignty. Nevertheless, the text currently proposed might enable States to
contract out of the application of the present rules. Furthermore, the flexibility
which the new articles sought to provide would be inconsistent with the underlying
objective of the draft articles, namely, the establishment of a coherent and
uniform rdgime  governing the stat IS  of the courier and the bag, and would result in
uncertainty as to their interprt>tation  and application.

81. The topic of State responsibility could not be completely divorced from the
draft Code of Offences against the Peace and Security of Mankind. It would be
convenient for the Commission to deal specifically with the question of
international crimes committed by States under the topic of State responsibility.
The nature of the topic required that there should be a mode of settlement of
diRputee  relating to internationally wrongful acts allegedly committed by a State
and the consequential rights of the injured State. The method finally adopted
should  be mandatory.

82. His delegation agreed with the Commission that the draft Code of Offences
against the Peace and Security of Mankind should cover only the most aeriouR
international offences, which would be determined by reference to a general
criterion and to the relevant conventions and declarations. With regard to the
content ratione personae, his delegation agreed with the Commission that the draft
Code should be limited to the criminal responsibility of individuals at the CUrtent
stage, without prejudice to subsequent  consideration of the possible application to
States of the notion of international criminal responsibility. The present
formulation of the text was broad enough to cover crimes committed by an individual
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as an agent  of  a  State , exercising power in the name and on behalf of that Stat.e.
While his delegation supported the “minimum content” approach In order not to
weaken the e f fect iveness  of  the  draft  Code, i t  wou ld  favour  the  inc lus ion  o f
provis ions deal ing with colonia l ism, apartheid and economic aqqression,  as wel l  AR

possib le  provis ions concerning the use of  atomic weapons,  mercenarism  and other
acts employed to infr inge State sovereignty and undermine the stabi  Iity  o f
Governments or oppose national liberation movements.

83. A code unaccompanied by penalties and by a  competent  cr iminal  jur isdict ion
would  be  ine f fect ive . The Code would therefore be ideally implemented throuqh  an
international  cr iminal  court ,  i f  one could be establ ished.  However ,  a  treaty for
that  purpose might not receive suf f ic ient acceptance by Stateu,  and his  deleqat lon
there fore  fe l t  that  a  model  law would  suf f ice  at  the  current .  s tage .

84. His  de legat ion looked forward to  seeing further  progress  on t-he  topicn  o f
internat ional  l iabi l i ty  for  in jur ious consequences ar is ing out  of  acts  not
prohib i ted  by  internat iona l  law, and the  law of  the  non-naviqat ional  uses  o f
internat ional  watercourses .

85. Because of the nature of the Commission’s work and t.he  maqnitudc and
complexity  of  the topics  on i ts  agenda, the annual session should last at least
12 weeks. His delegation also recommended that the Commission should continue with
its present system of summary records. Lastly, i t  noted with sat is fact ion the
co-operation between the Commission and other bodien  and recommended that it should
continue.

The meeting rose at 6.20 p.m.


